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The Great Digital Mashup
It’s 2020! It’s the beginning of a new decade and the best place
to kick it off is CES®, the largest and most influential technology
event on the planet.
CES 2020 will be a landmark year where we see a variety of
previously silo’ed tech trends come together. While 5G, AI, 8K
and a plethora of other buzzwords float around our world, they all
rely on one another in a swell of tech achievements. We’ll watch
them all come together to create a glorious new digital mashup of
exciting new consumer products.
So here (in no particular order) are the five technologies that will
combine and connect to create the fascinating array of consumer
products on the CES 2020 floor:

Processors
Moore’s Law is dead. Long live Moore’s Law. Moore’s Law states
that the number of transistors per square inch on circuits will
double and the cost of computers will be halved every two years.
In 2017, Nvidia’s CEO, Jen-Hsun Huang, flatly stated that Moore’s
Law was dead, as it simply can’t keep pace with advancements
in GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) design. Huang also said that as
the GPU is taking a larger percentage of the computing load from
the CPU (Central Processing Unit), it’s better suited for new AI
(Artificial Intelligence) applications.
Former CEO of Intel, Brian Matthew Krzanich replied, “In my
34 years in the semiconductor industry, I have witnessed the
advertised death of Moore’s Law no less than four times. As we
progress from 14 nanometer technology to 10 nanometer and
plan for seven nanometer and five nanometer and even beyond,
our plans are proof that Moore’s Law is alive and well.”1
Aside from the GPU vs. CPU battle, AMD and Intel have been
locked in a fierce battle for competitive edge in the CPU space
over the past decade. At just around $500, their chips offer 8-12
cores, up to 24 threads and boost clock speeds of up to 5.0 GHz—
enough raw processing power to fuel today’s most demanding
2
applications.
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5G Connectivity and Edgecasting
IoT, mobile applications and the web require the movement of a
staggering amount of data. Gaming, real time communications, group
XR applications and more rely on massive throughput with virtually no
lag time or delay. Combined with edgecasting—the movement of the
data away from centralized cloud centers closer to where the data will
be used, 5G fuels instant communication with zero latency or lag time.
Ericsson predicts that after the release of new 5G chipsets this year,
the number of deployed 5G devices will grow to over a billion by 2023.

XR
Extended Reality (XR) is an umbrella term for the most immersive
technology we know including Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality
(AR) and mixed reality (MR). Each of these technologies work by
extending our world either by immersing us in a complete experience
(VR) or combining or layering our real world with another (AR and MR).
By 2022, the XR market is expected to expand to over
3
eight times its current size to over $209 billion.

8K and HDR Displays
Sales of 4K televisions (with roughly 4x the digital resolution of
standard definition televisions) are expected to remain robust through
the beginning of the 2020’s. However, Tokyo 2020 Olympics’ 8K
resolution HDR broadcasts are likely to fuel a movement to the higher
resolution displays going forward.

AI and Big Data
Once the stuff of science fiction movies, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
ubiquitous and largely invisible. Used to provide seamless chatbots,
and inform data driven decision making, AI will form the backbone
of many of the most important gaming, mobile, entertainment, and
other application developments of the coming decade.
It’s 2020, a date that inspires thinking about clarity and vision regarding
the years ahead.
ABOUT STORYTECH®:
StoryTech is an experiential marketing firm that brings brands,
storytellers and technology companies together to create great
experiences that foster business success.

Trend: THE FUTURE LOOKS HEALTHY
As insurance premiums soar, companies are looking for ways to incentivize employees to stay healthy. This has helped to fuel an overall
movement from health care, which primarily fixes health problems, to wellness which focuses on preventing illness and living life to its fullest.
As with so many trends, the driver is data—whether identifying health problems at the earliest possible moment, monitoring blood pressure or
4
counting steps and monitoring posture. And with an estimated value of $4.2 trillion, the business of wellness looks very healthy too.
Oculus

The IoT (Internist of Things)

PACKING A VIRTUAL PUNCH
The Oculus store has an entire
category dedicated to fitness, leading
some to name the Oculus Quest
one of the year’s most important
pieces of home fitness gear. One
of the best-selling VR games ever,
Beat Saber allows players to slash
and parry to the beat with musical
light sabers. Other games simulate
boxing, hand to hand combat, ninja
sword-fighting, racquetball/tennis,
10
dance, and much more.

IoT data is being paired with personal medical records and AI analysis
to predict when medical issues are likely to occur. The promise of
early notification is a move towards a prevention culture rather
than a pharmaceutical dependency. Treatment can be administered
quickly or even (with insulin pumps for example) instantly. Medical
devices such as Fitbits are already tracking useful heart rate and
sleep information, and Apple
Watch users are reporting
diagnostic rates for sleep
apnea at higher rates than
5
predicted by the CDC.
CGM (Continuous Glucose
Monitoring) which measures
your blood sugar all day long
via a tiny sensor implanted
under the skin, has already
begun to revolutionize the
treatment of diabetes.

Mytonomy

Apple

Doctor Data
Expected to reach over $500 Billion by 2025, the Global IoT healthcare
6
market is huge. Shipments of wearable devices are expected to
7
reach over 200 million units by 2021. But with Google’s purchase
of Fitbit, they are also eying a more intimate and personalized
view into our lives and our bodies. As customers/patients entrust
for-profit companies with this increasingly intimate data, the need
to safeguard the data will also grow. Currently the second-largest
target for cybercrime, high profile health data vulnerabilities such
as hacks to anesthesia machines and insulin pumps have already
8
surfaced.
healthclubmanagement.co.uk

BIOHACKING FOR BETTER
HEALTH

Mytonomy is like a “Netflix for Healthcare” delivering
short-form video content optimized for mobile streaming to
patients, before, during and after their procedures. It enables
a digital front door for healthcare systems to reach their
patients remotely and offer convenient access to their patient
instructions anytime, anywhere on any device via the cloud,
from their hospital, tailored to their disease condition. Patients
can get their discharge and home care instructions upfront
before they even come into the hospital, so they can prepare
their homes and themselves for the surgery.

Traditional gyms and wellness
centers are making way for
“biohacking centers”. Facilities like
Upgrade Labs personalize wellness
for members on a cellular level—
promising better looks, better health
and better fitness with a minimal
level of time and effort. They offer
AI Adaptive Cardio—an artificial
intelligence enhanced bike said to
learn your body and give the same
benefits of a 40-minute jog in just 40
9
seconds of effort.

Just as we previously went online to “preview” destinations we
wished to visit, consumers are now turning online to preview
11
their health journey and recovery with Mytonomy.
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Mobile MD

WeWalk

AI-fueled virtual nursing apps (run largely by chatbots) can interact with
patients more frequently, are available 24/7 and offer instant answers to
questions. When paired with real-time patient monitoring, these tools help
patients have fewer hospital visits, improve care between appointments
and may reduce patient recovery time, all while saving an estimated $20
12
billion annually.

Compliance.com
Once the patient gets home, they need to comply with the treatment
plan prescribed by the doctor. Over 40% of heart patients do not follow a
correct medication schedule. Mobile reminder services such as Amazon’s
new Alexa Medication Management System can not only nudge patients
into taking their meds on time, but also reduce the number of trips to
13
the hospital and save lives. A recent pilot program at Johns Hopkins
University featuring an app that coached recent heart attack survivors
through their recovery reduced readmission rates from 19 to 3%.
Doctors are able to perform extremely intricate surgeries with remote
robotic systems located outside the operating room. Recently a doctor
performed the word’s first 5G Robotic surgery—operating on a laboratory
14
animal 30 KM away in another Chinese province. This has the potential to
offer life-saving surgeries in remote parts of the world and provide more
comfortable and safer options for surgeons throughout the entire world.

Blind engineer/entrepreneur Kursat Ceylan created the
WeWalk smart cane including smart speakers, Google
Maps, voice assistance, a Bluetooth sync system and
the ability to use vibrations to sense when objects
15
above chest height are in the way.

Maker Medicine
3D printing (sometimes called additive printing) is a process where a printer uses a medium (like plastic, food, steel, or even biomaterial)
and creates a 3D object by adding one layer at a time onto a base. 3D printing is particularly useful in the medical space with implantable
medical devices, prosthetic limbs and even tissues that can be created to meet the needs of a particular patient. Enter 4D printing which
utilizes reactive materials that can change shape based on outside stimuli such as heat, cold, electric current, water or light. 4D printing in the
16
healthcare market is expected to be big business—from USD 9 million in 2021 to USD 32 million by 2026.
galusaustralis.com

CAUTION: MOBILE REGULATION AHEAD
The Medical Device Regulation (MDR) enacted in 2017 in the EU will become mandatory beginning May 26, 2020. This regulation which
17
classifies many medical software and mobile apps as medical devices is likely to have a chilling impact on digital health companies.
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Trend: THE FUTURE LOOKS WORLDLY
Transportation has always been a key topic at CES, but 2020 takes things to a whole new level. U.S. Secretary of Transportation Elaine L. Chao
will deliver a keynote at CES covering travel innovation and the safe integration of new technologies. Delta has expanded into a glorious new
space on the CES floor, and Delta CEO Ed Bastian will also deliver a CES Keynote.
Technology is constantly changing the way we get around and interact with the world—from the physical devices that transport us to the
personalization of every part of the travel experience, to the use of virtualization which keeps our body in place while moving us to places
beyond our imaginations.

Frictionless Travel

Simplified Security

In the deeply competitive travel and tourism space, companies are
using technology to take the trauma out of travel and make your
journey frictionless from the moment of your first booking to your
delivery back home. This is especially important for the world’s
younger travelers. By 2020, those born in the 90’s (often dubbed
Generation Z) will be worth over $200 billion to the US travel
18
industry. This generation is used to having the way smoothed
by tech, and will expect it to shape every facet of their travel and
tourism spending.

Several new technologies coming on board are sure to smooth the
way through security for harried travelers. United Airlines has already
introduced a passport scanning facility into its self-check-in app. And
apps are under development to put all your travel docs, biographical,
biometric and biological information in one place. Facial recognition
technology is already featured in the passport e-gates of many
countries. And some anticipate that eventually facial recognition will
tie to international databases, allowing travelers to do away with
security gates altogether.

Blissful Booking

BLESUIRE TIME

Big data is changing the face of business as we know it, and
the travel and tourism industry is no exception. From the initial
marketing, which targets folks who don’t even know they are
traveling yet, to the satisfaction surveys at the end of the road,
data and personalization are upgrading every element of our travel
experiences. Large corporations like Delta are constantly collecting
customer information so they can present the right offers to the
right people at just the right moment. Tailored offerings via online
ads, social media marketing, targeted emails, personalized text
messages and more, ensure that customers are aware of travel
options precisely when they are ready to look for them. Additionally,
AI chatbots offer tailored recommendations based on traveler
preferences to make the process of booking the perfect vacation a
lot less work.

Modern travelers are a lot more likely to book blesiure time—a
combination of work and travel together. Fueled, at least in part,
by ecotourism (due to fewer flights or long drives), many workers
now choose to extend their work trips to include some vacation
time. It’s estimated that over 40% of all US business trips are
now bleisure, and the US length of stay for a bleisure traveler has
18
already increased from only two nights to over six.
travelweekly

wsj.com

AIRBNB IS BIG BUSINESS
Moving from sprightly home sharing startup to world
transportation powerhouse, Airbnb just signed its first global
sponsorship deal with the Olympic games. Spanning over nine
years, the sponsorship (estimated at hundreds of millions of
dollars) will begin with the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo. Airbnb’s
sponsorship is expected to create hundreds of thousands
of new Airbnb hosts and drastically reduce the amount of
19
housing infrastructure required for the upcoming games.
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“MediaPost does an amazing job combining quality
content, expert attendees, and fun networking events.
Their shows are ‘can’t miss’...”

The Internet of Travel Tracking
From keeping tabs on your wayward suitcase to tracking every
moment of your kids flight to dad’s vacation house, IoT will help
travelers stay on top of things. We’ve all experienced the frustration
of lost bags. New suitcases like the Planet Traveler USA SC1 CarryOn not only pairs with a mobile tracking app, but also sounds a loud
alarm if it should become separated from its owner. And for those
travelers in love with their designer bags, stand-alone travel trackers
like the Gego Luggage GPS Tracker can be placed any suitcase. Of
course, if you need your tracker to match your bag, you can always
20
opt for the Louis Vuitton tracker at nearly triple the price.

Geoff Troidl

Digital Marketing Manager, GEICO

Brand Insider Summit: QSR

Feb 16-19 Scottsdale, Arizona

TV & Video Insider Summit
March 9-12 Austin, Texas

TV & Video Insider Summit

September 20-23 Montauk, NY

Brand Insider Summit: D2C

@Austin City Limits Music Festival

Publishing Insider Summit

May 3-6 Santa Barbara, California

September 30–October 3
Austin, Texas

June 7-10 Pinehurst, NC

@Austin City Limits Music Festival

Search & Performance
Insider Summit

Brand Insider Summit: D2C

Publishing Insider Summit

October 11-14 Austin, Texas

Brand Insider Summit: Retail

December 6-9 Deer Valley, Utah

June 10-13 Pinehurst, NC

July 19-22 Deer Valley, Utah

Brand Insider Summit: CPG
August 16-19 Lake Tahoe

Lost (and Found) in Translation

August 19-22 Lake Tahoe

Email Insider Summit

April 5-8 Amelia Island, Florida

And for far more precious cargo, Air New Zealand has begun
to provide unaccompanied minors with special RFID wristbands
that allow family members to track every moment of their travel
21
progress. Delta also released a similar system of using barcodes
to track its youngest travelers. Soon we’ll see trackers available to
help us navigate everything—from your backyard to the Byzantium
baggage claim and ground transportation at LAX.

Data & Programmatic
Insider Summit

Today’s Millennial or Generation Z traveler is more likely than
earlier generations to leave the sanctuary of the large hotel in
search of authentic local experiences. Today’s travelers are using
AR (Augmented Reality) apps like Google Translate on their phone
which use computer vision and character recognition to instantly
translate and overlay a translation over the object on screen. Fast
processors offered by companies like Intel in conjunction with
machine hearing and AI have enabled the creation of a “real life
babelfish” a device worn in the ear which can instantly translate
between two people speaking different languages

Email Insider Summit

Search & Performance
Insider Summit

December 9-12 Deer Valley, Utah

A HIGHER LEVEL

mediapost.com/events

Travelers may also use instant exchange apps that pay in the local
currency and help keep track of how much the traveler is spending
in their own currency.

Please Tip Your Robot
Robots are making their way into the mainstream of hotels both large
and small. Alibaba opened its high-tech “hotel of the future” (called
FlyZoo) in Hangzhou, China this year featuring robot waiters and
bartenders and delivery butlers. Guests can use facial recognition to
order and receive products from hotel robots, check into the hotel, and
22
get access to their room.

Waverly Labs

Business Insider

CES2020
Innovation Awards Honoree
Waverly Labs Ambassador Interpreter is a sleek and specially
designed over-the-ear interpreter engineered to translate
speech with higher accuracy.
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Trend: THE FUTURE LOOKS ENTERTAINING
While an ever-increasing number of viewers gaze into their smartphones and even smart watches, television screens continue to grow larger.
Meanwhile, XR (Extended Reality) applications beam content directly to viewers' eyes via HMDs (Head Mounted Displays). Whether it’s physical,
digital, or a blend of both, today’s youngest consumers demand rich and entertaining experiences to enliven their world.

Living (and Shopping) in a Phygital World

THE POPUP EXPERIENCE

2019 marked the first time in history the total market share of online
US retail sales surpassed general merchandise sales. This year’s
$4.2 billion in online spending on Thanksgiving Day (45% on mobile
23
phones) demonstrates the challenge big box retailers face. Big box
retailers are focusing their efforts on creating a phygital experience
(a mashup of physical and digital shopping) that combines the
best elements of online shopping with the real-world experience
of interacting with a physical store. Retailers are also helping
customers find products more easily in store with the use of robots
like Pepper, the Retail Assistant or the LoweBot (from Lowe's of
course) that helps DIY gals and guys find what they need in the aisles
24
of the behemoth home improvement store.

Aside from bringing the advantages of online selling to physical
stores, retail locations are feeding shoppers’ endless appetite for
experience with popups. These ephemeral happenings are big
25
business (now exceeding $10 billion in sales) and no wonder.
Customers love the bragging rights (and social media sharing).
From gold dipped Nike shoes, to the Museum of Ice Cream,
customers experience products and services in a whole new way.

Virtual Entertainment
Naturally XR (Extended Reality) isn’t just for retail. Recent research
indicates that over 60% of the population believe XR will go
26
mainstream in the next five years. This will be fueled at least in part,
by new relationships forged between film companies, interactive
companies and device companies. For example, Facebook’s Oculus
recently teamed up with ILMxLab to create Vader Immortal, a
three-part cinematic VR experience which places viewers into the
experience of the Dark Lord himself. Facebook offered the application
(along with Lightsaber Dojos) free with the purchase of an Oculus
27
Quest system. The VR system has proven a surprisingly important
source of revenue for the social media giant, as it seeks to replace
non-advertising revenue previously supplied by sales from Facebook
28
games like Farmville and Mafia Wars. These sorts of create your
own "killer app" scenarios pairing major studios, beloved characters
and new platforms are likely to appear with increasing regularity over
the next decade.

Lowe's Innovation Labs

CNBC-Holoride

RR (Retail Reality)
Currently, if there’s any challenge greater than figuring out if things
are real or not, that might be figuring out what to call your reality.
There’s VR (Virtual Reality), AR (Augmented Reality) and MR (Mixed
Reality). Recently people have begun talking about XR (Extended
Reality) and trying valiantly to define it.
Most people use the term XR as an umbrella term that covers VR, AR
and MR. However you define it, Extended Reality has an important
place in helping people “try before they buy”. Whether it’s attending
a virtual open house for an apartment across the ocean, trying
on a dress without having to go to the dressing room or trying
on cosmetics without having to mess with those throw away
applicators, XR personalizes the shopping experience, increases
customer engagement and minimizes product returns.

GOING FOR A HOLORIDE
Following last year’s CES, in-vehicle entertainment company
Holoride released a “Bride of Frankenstein” popup experience
at Universal CityWalk in October of 2019. The experience, set
inside new 2020 Ford Explorer vehicles, invited riders to don
a VR headset, buckle up, and enjoy a virtual reality experience
complete with sounds and sights that adapt instantly to the
29
movements of the car.
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Cybershoes is an innovative VR system that allows you to walk, run and jump in virtual
reality without being limited by the confinements of your living room or physical space.
Cybershoes GmbH

Streaming Wars (News from the Trenches)

The Wide World(s) of Sports

This summer, Netflix reported its lowest quarterly subscriber
growth in three years and its first domestic subscriber loss since
2011. Immediately following this announcement, Netflix stock value
dropped $17 billion in a in a single day. The end of 2020 will likely see
streaming services launched by four of the most valuable companies
30
on the S&P 500 in a single year. Walt Disney Co’s Disney+ launch
in November 2019 was so popular, it exceeded demand and crashed
servers. AppleTV+ also launched in that same month. By mid 2020,
AT&T (which recently purchased Warner Media) will launch HBO
Max and Comcast Corp will launch Peacock. What does this all mean
for the consumer? It means needing to manage multiple points of
engagement. Around the world, viewers are already engaging with
an average of three streaming services per month, and most expect
31
to be paying for even more next year.

2020 also promises to be a year for big sports and even bigger
TVs. 2020 will see both World Cup Soccer and the 2020 Summer
Olympics. Tokyo has already committed to 8K for broadcasting the
2020 Summer Olympics. While 8K will remain out of reach for the
vast majority of US households, new television sales are trending
solidly towards 4K, HDR-ready sets utilizing OLED technology. CTA
predicts that 4K UHD televisions will make up almost 50% of new US
35
television sales in 2020.
Another space where phygital combinations continue to hold sway
is in the world of sports. ESPN now covers football, fantasy football
and the E-sports new Madden NFL 19 Championship series with
digital gaming giant Electronic Arts (culminating in the Madden
Bowl which attracts millions of players and watchers.) The E-sports
franchise has become a behemoth spawning a new state of the
art Broadcast Studio at EA’s company headquarters in Redwood
Shores, CA as well as a full-length documentary chronicling the real36
life players journey.

Behavior is also driving a lot of the models around the streaming
content. Launching in April, Quibi will release content in “Quick
Bites” with long-form content released in chapters that run less
than 10 minutes. The content strategy optimizes content for mobile
viewing and prepares content to be easily re-packaged for long form
delivery formats for overseas markets. Notably, the leadership team
behind Quibi hosts entertainment and business legends like Jeffrey
Katzenberg, Meg Whitman, former DC Entertainment president
Diane Nelson, and former Viacom Music and Entertainment
32
Group president Doug Herzog.

And despite all the furor over streaming, gaming is still a much
larger business with revenue of 2019 sales of software gaming over
37
double of that of subscription streaming services. VR exploded in
2019 with the release of Facebook’s wireless Oculus Quest system.
Fueled largely by gaming applications as well as social VR apps like
RecRoom, Bigscreen VR and Altspace, 2020 is likely to see doubledigit growth in VR sales for the first time in years.
NBC News-Fortnite

STREAMING MEDIA BOXES CATCHING UP
While satellite set-top box sales are dropping fast, and cable box
sales are remaining steady, streaming media player sales are up
sharply and are expected to catch up to traditional set top boxes.
As of Nov. 2019, Disney+ passed 22 million downloads on
mobile devices as Google’s annual search trends list reported
that Disney+ was the top trending U.S. search of 2019—all signs
33

the service is growing very rapidly.

Personalization to the Rescue
(Meet your AI Curator)

AN AUDITORIUM WITH 10 MILLION
SCREAMING FANS

Viewers want to hear more frequent and useful information from
their streaming providers. According to a recent Accenture study
commissioned by Facebook, over one third of those surveyed say
they hardly know what content is available from the streaming
34
providers to which they subscribe. AI, 5G, and lightning fast
processing will come together to help coordinate data among
social media, streaming and mobile companies to provide better
predictive analysis to fill recommendation engines with information
about shows that viewers will actually want to watch.

In February of 2019, popular online game Fortnite hosted an
online concert. Thankfully, the venue was virtual and boasted
virtually infinite capacity—as over 10 million fans showed up for
the 10-minute live streamed concert by electronic music star
Marshmello. The Internet rocked as players made their avatars
dance, bounce beach balls around and engage in other typical
concert behavior. Fornite: Battle Royale, released in March of
38
2018 is a huge hit, pulling in more than $300 million per month.
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Trend: THE FUTURE OF TECH LOOKS URBAN
39

Today over 55% of the world’s population lives in cities. And this percentage is expected to grow to 68% by 2050. The shift of the human
population from rural areas to urban ones is a key motivating factor in many types of technological development. From the ways we work to
manage the risks of living so closely and so dependent on one another, to the ways we move around our new smart(er) cities, technology is
changing the way we work and live.
Suaoki

The Rise of Resilience
Human beings have increasingly become reliant on technology for
survival. This has led to a parallel focus on resilience—the process of
keeping all the tech we need to stay fed, warm, safe, powered and
comfortable up and running 24/7 in all areas of the globe. One of
the newest entrants into the XaaS (Everything as a Service) trend
is DRaaS—Disaster Recovery as a Service. This productized service
offering outsources a company’s server image and production data
replication to the cloud and sets everything up via phygital (physical
and digital) servers so companies can get up and running quickly in
the face of a disaster.

OFF THE GRID
Climate challenges have led to a plethora of portable off-the-grid
products. At just 12 pounds, the Suaoki Portable Solar Generator
has a battery capacity of 444 Watt Hours. Products like Watergen’s
Genny can distill up to eight gallons of water per day from the air.

One of the greatest threats to our current tech infrastructure has
been and continues to be cybercrime. As every bit of data about
our lives is logged, from our baby’s heart rhythm to the balance
and account number for our 401K, the prize for cybercriminals gets
more lucrative. Data management and predictive analytics are key
players here as security experts seek not just to fix a breach once
it has happened, but to predict where breaches may occur and
prepare to thwart new hacking protocols before they have even
been developed.

Protectonnect

Home Sweet (Resilient) Home
Aside from the giant infrastructures of smart cities, sophisticated
and safer home tech includes cameras designed to serve as digital
peepholes and mobile powered security guards to capture porch
pirates before they steal deliveries. Newer homes come with highly
autonomous security features like all-around smart locks that alert
police and yard-mounted lasers that will notify owners when anyone
40
enters their property. More portable and wireless solutions are
rolling out, such as Ring’s Peephole Camera designed for apartment
dwellers. Worried about leaks? The iHome Control Wi-Fi Dual Link
Sensor has two sensors—one on the device and one at the end of a
six foot probe so it can detect leaks in multiple places at once. And
wildfires (driven in part by the urbanization of mountainous and
wooded areas) can be detected in advance with products like the IQ
41
Firewatch, an early warning system for wildfires.

CES 2020
Innovation Awards Honoree
Protectonnect is the world's first water management solution,
scalable from a single house to a whole city. It combines a smart
cover that protects the meter from freezing till -11°F, to detection
sensors, for consumption and leaks.

The New Smart(er) City
Driven by increased urbanization and growing world population, the
global market for Smart Cities is expected to reach US $1.2 trillion
by the end of 2020. Fueled by gains in connectivity from 5G tech,
improvements in sensor tech and stronger AI-powered data analytics
and prediction, smart cities are more common and well, smarter.

5G HOLDING IT ALL TOGETHER
One of the consistent challenges in smart home technology
over the past decade has been getting all the devices to talk to
one another. Currently smart home devices utilize a variety of
formats including Bluetooth and Wi-Fi network protocols and
Microsoft, Google and Amazon interfaces. Upcoming devices
are likely to sidestep many of these issues by developing
42
natively for 5G.

In keeping with the move towards resilience, smart cities can save
lives. It is estimated that deploying smart city tech could reduce
incidents of assault, robbery, burglary and theft by 30-40% and urban
43
fatalities (from homicide, road traffic and fires) by 8-10%. Cities are
looking at ways to structure traffic, manage evacuations and manage
emergency services during city disasters.
8

One of the most important innovations in smart cities is in how they are
financed. Increasingly cities are integrating smart city financing into the
ongoing city budgets rather than as a special project. Many cities are creating
44
new public/private funding partnerships to get smart cities in place. These
partnerships not only help get smart cities funded faster, but also incentivize
business owners and residents to support those efforts.

Geek Wire

CITIES ARE REACHING THEIR LIMITS

Cities must become smarter about using existing capacity and resources

SCOOTERS AND BIKES IN THE BAY
Axians Blog UK

Autonomous Vehicles
Few areas of urban technology hold more promise for improving life more
than autonomous vehicles. Elimination of the need for parking could free up
significant areas of land for urban redevelopment. In a city like Los Angeles,
car parking takes up more than 17 million square meters—roughly the area of
45
1,400 soccer fields. McKinsey & Company estimates that were autonomous
vehicles to be fully adopted in the US, the benefit would exceed $800 billion
44
per year by 2030. Additionally, the global revenues from the self-driving
vehicle market is estimated to reach $1.6 trillion by 2030.
So, what about deployment? What about getting those cars on the road in
2020? Many car manufacturers have rolled back their earlier predictions about
having self-driving cars on the road this year. The disastrous PR resulting
from fatal accidents in Tesla (Tesla.O) cars (not to mention the disastrous
Tesla Truck window shattering incident) has caused many companies to
slow their roll and focus on safety. The debate continues to rage whether the
fault lay with the AI for not recognizing the pedestrian, the backup driver or
the pedestrian for walking outside the crosswalk. This sort of legal quagmire
46
may be as responsible for delays in tech deployment as the tech itself.
Synopsis.com

Most of the major car manufacturers are offering some level of autonomous
driving. Toyota has committed to releasing a car this year which can
navigate itself on the highway (level-2 capable), and Honda has focused its
efforts on what it calls “augmented driving.” (Drivers pat the steering wheel
twice to start the vehicle, push it forward to accelerate and pull back to slow
47
down.) Elon Musk is saying he will have an autonomous vehicle which will
not require an attentive driver by the end of 2020. It appears level four and
level five autonomous vehicles are still some years down the road.
9

Dockless bike and scooter companies like Jump,
Lime and Spin have been incredibly successful—
making them ripe targets for consolidation. Lyft
bought Motivate, Ford bought Spin and Uber paid
48
$200 Million for Jump. New challenges: Riders
aren’t responsible when it comes to parking the bikes
and scooters when finished—leading frustrated local
residents to throw them in the river or bury them. So
49
much for eco-tourism.

INTERNET OF THINGS CONSORTIUM

IoT predictions and trends for 2020
From, IoTC NEXT:
50
The Connected Future Summit
1. We are going to see a gradual shift away
from individually or privately-owned vehicles
toward managed, connected fleets.
2. Consumers will care more about connectivity
in the technology stack than the number
of cylinders or reliability—with 85% of new
cars being connected in the next three to five
years.
3. Manufacturers will begin to build vehicles of
all different types for moving around urban
footprints, and we will spend less time in cars
in aggregate, even if we're in different types
of vehicles.
4. 5G is table stakes. It's not a ‘nice to have’
but an absolute that is going to provide this
extra capacity to handle all these connected
vehicles, drones and smart city technologies.

CES 2020

Trend: THE FUTURE OF TECH LOOKS TRANSPARENT
Over the previous decade, it seemed everywhere one looked they saw and heard tech. From phones to tablets to smart speakers, tech was
everywhere. In 2020, we will find that tech has become so ubiquitous, and so integrated as to be invisible. With machine learning and AI on
board, we will no longer need to type, gesture, or even speak to our tech. It will simply know who we are, know what we want and quietly,
invisibly make it so. What’s more, as entertainment moves to XR spaces and urban dwellers downsize to smaller homes, we may experience our
entertainment and workout technology not as consoles, but rather as blank spaces within which our technology projects, beams or unfolds.
xenoma

Hey, Where’s the TV?

CES2020
Innovation Awards Honoree

Sure, people want a bigger picture. However, as the average
television screen moves past 50 inches, apartment dwelling
Millennials and Gen Z’ers are beginning to wonder if they want a
51
giant television in the living room any more. LG’s rollable television
which hides itself away in a lower stand will be available worldwide
52
in 2020. Short throw projectors are also a great solution to save
cost and space. You can buy a 4K, HDR projector capable of creating
a 120-inch image for under $2,000. A quick stroll through Amazon
reveals myriad screens that rise from the floor or drop from the
ceiling. LG gives us a special, spy-movie worthy option with the LG
HU85LA Ultra Short Throw 4K UHD Laser Smart Home Theater
CineBeam Projector with ThinQ AI and Google Assistant. You can
aim this charming looking box just 7.2 inches from your projector
53
surface and get a crystal clear, 120”, 4K HDR image.

e-skin Sleep & Lounge: Smart pajamas for
unobtrusive monitoring and fall detection of the
elderly. It analyzes the wearer’s sleep condition
and automatically adjusts the room environment
and monitors behavior and fall detection.
HaptX

Uber Gizmo
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Awards Honoree
HAPTICS IN ENTERPRISE

Samsung’s Galaxy Fold is an example
of a new category in screen.

Tech that allows users to experience the senses of touch and
motion is finding it’s home in business solutions. For example,
enterprise customers are using HaptX Gloves in VR design,
58
training, and teleoperation of robots.

Are Devices Dead?
As the years pass, our tech gear is getting smaller and smaller.
It’s a kind of spatial Moore’s Law. First room sized computers,
then desktops, laptops, luggables, tablets, phones and watches.
Advances in microtechnology and nanotechnology mean that we
may soon find ourselves not interacting with devices at all. From
54
machine readable tattoos that only show up under UV light and
55
monitor your health, to washable sensors and wireless technology
56
57
woven into clothing, to microchips that stick to our skin, we are
likely to find in the future, the devices are us.

The Emptiest Room in the House
Despite it’s extremely unpopular and very viral commercial, Peleton
has created a new niche exercise phenomenon with a phygital exercise
machine that combines live streaming classes with live shout outs
and data-driven feedback. Classes like Peleton’s or those attached to
59
other high-end equipment like the MIRROR (nearly invisible) home
gym give fitness buffs around the world access to the very most
popular celebrity instructors on the planet. VR-Inspired workouts use
gamification and fun to get exercisers going. Future dwellers will be
increasingly interested in creating empty space in their homes where
they can engage with their virtual tech
National Event Pros
unencumbered by wires, furniture and
consoles. It’s not hard to imagine a
day when garages, newly emptied of
cars, will become “holospaces” where
families can jog, punch and dance their
way to a better life.

Futurism.com

Mobile gaming tents allow you to place entertainment options
that traditionally only function well indoors, into an outdoor
setting.
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Transparent Transactional Finances
Distributed leger technology continues to quietly revolutionize the way
we spend and manage money and negotiate contracts. While most equate
blockchain with cryptocurrency, this is in fact just one use of the technology.
Most of the major players in the blockchain space are (unsurprisingly) leaders
in the cloud tech space. Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS)
60
both have robust BaaS (Blockchain a s a Service) platforms. Smart contracts
have the potential to vastly speed and simplify many kinds of transactions.
With blockchain centralization, the execution of a mortgage could move from
tons of documents and weeks of waiting time to an hour or two over lunch.C
Other areas likely to be affected by blockchain include:
M
· Cybersecurity (manage break-ins and data loss from servers)
Y
· IoT (plug notoriously challenging security holes)
CM
· Government (reduce bureaucracy and inefficiencies)
· Communications (enhance security and reliability of communications) MY
· Healthcare (secure, unify and grant access to health records)
CY
· The sharing economy (peer-to-peer networks outside of monopolies)
61CMY
· Crowdfunding (donors track for what purpose their donation is used).
Block Geeks
K

(SPONSERED)

Transparent, But Not Silent—Why Audio is Still So Relevant
We explored the future of audio with J.D. Crowley - Chief Digital Officer, Entercom, the team behind RADIO.COM, the fastest growing digital audio
platform in the U.S.

“While we move toward a screenless world, we are certainly not moving toward a quiet one.
Podcasting, radio, and digital audio streaming are going strong – and gaining ground.”
QUESTION: Podcasting is on a growth trajectory. In this world of
TikTok and YouTube, why is podcasting still so relevant? Why isn’t
‘radio’ going the way of print?
ANSWER: People come to both radio and podcasting to engage,
lean forward, and connect. It’s an immersive, uncluttered, valuable
experience that’s unrivaled by other media. Consumers love to
connect with both podcasts and radio, and the engaging hosts
are at the epicenter of that consumer connection. Most popular
podcasts are supported by advertisers, who benefit from that strong
engagement in a way that’s becoming more difficult to find elsewhere
in their media mix.
QUESTION: How have digital assistants changed the way we
interact with radio?
ANSWER: Digital voice assistants have become the modern radio.
Consumers plug them in and immediately ask for their favorite radio
stations. Due to the rapid growth in smart speakers, we’ve seen a
significant rise in consumption of RADIO.COM content. We’re excited
to keep building functionality that leverages these new technologies
to enhance the listener experience, so that as consumers move
through their day, from home to car to office, they can enjoy seamless
access to all the content they love, wherever they are.

QUESTION: How do you think 5G will impact online radio?
ANSWER: With the ongoing proliferation of modems in cars, we’re already
seeing a positive impact on audio consumption from 4G. Connectivity is
ubiquitous, strong, and cheaper than ever, so consumers can easily access
audio content everywhere. While we don’t think 5G will fundamentally change
the direction of those trends over the next three to five years, we do believe
it will continue to accelerate consumer listening habits. That’s why we’re
investing in innovations such as RADIO.COM REWIND to further enhance the
listener experience with content that’s easy to find, enjoy, and share.
QUESTION: Are you seeing behavior changes around commute times? Do
you anticipate that self-driving cars will significantly impact radio?
ANSWER: Regardless of whether they drive themselves, use public
transportation, or have a new self-driving car to take them there, Americans
are spending more time than ever commuting – a record high of 27 minutes on
average in 2018, according to U.S. Census Bureau data released in September.
Radio is the original mobile media. It’s screenless. It’s immersive. It’s intimate.
It provides companionship, entertainment, and information to ignite the
“theater of the mind.” The demand for great audio content on-the-go is
increasing, and this plays to our strengths as a leading audio content creator
and distributor. It’s the perfect complement to make any commute (selfdriving or other) more enjoyable.
11
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StoryTech CES TechBriefing
Couldn’t Make it To CES? We’ll Bring It To You!
Activate the Right Tech, Trends, and Partners for 2020!
Once we’re at our desks again, deadlines + demands can limit innovation.
So why not let StoryTech bring the tour experience to your extended team and:
· Identify the Top 3 tech areas specifically for your business in 2019.
· Facilitate meetings with key vendors of interest.
· Develop a strategic test-and-learn road map + manage trials.
We bring the "New" in the New Year.
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